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COHEAO Priorities
• Preserve and improve Perkins in the Higher
Education Act Reauthorization
• Help schools cope with Perkins program changes
• Restore funding for Perkins Loan cancellations
• Work on improvements to the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) and its
regulations and enforcement
• Work with CFPB on campus-related issues and
collections topics
• Respond to ED and CFPB calls for comments
• Assist with Perkins recall issues IF they arise
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Perkins Extension Passes!
•

H.R. 3594, as Amended, Extends Perkins
Through 9/30/2017

•

But Eligibility Limited
• No Loans for new graduate students- 1 year grandfathering
• Must disperse Stafford and unsub Stafford first to undergrads
• Grandfathering eliminated
• No appropriations
• 5 New “disclosures” required to students
• No automatic one-year “GEPA” extension after FY17

•

More detail to come tomorrow…
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Legislative History
• House passed HR 3594, one-year extension of
Perkins program, on Sept. 28, 2015 without
dissent.
• Senator Baldwin (D-WI) attempted to bring bill
up 9/30/15 and 10/16, blocked by HELP
Chairman Alexander (R-TN)
• Compromise negotiated over period of weeks.
• Broad bipartisan support in both chambers
• Next step is seeking long term reauthorization
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After the Extension…
• HEA process continuing probably into 2017
• Themes:
– Simplification
– Skin in the Game
– Focus on outcomes
– More and more info to prospective students
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Growing Perkins Support by
Higher Ed Community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NASFAA proposes Perkins Reauthorization
Student Aid Alliance Twitter Campaign
Big Ten Financial Aid Letter
U of Calif. Wearing our “Save Perkins”
Buttons
SUNY Student Assembly Resolution
Pennsylvania FAA’s Hill Visits
Jesuit Universities Raising Issue
College presidents weighing in
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House Resolution 294
Bi-Partisan Statement in Strong Support of
Perkins:
“Resolved, That the House of Representatives
strongly supports the continuation of the
Perkins Loan Program in order to provide
educational opportunities to future
generations of students who need low-cost
financing to make their dreams of higher
education possible.”
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60 Sponsors of H. Res. 294
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rep Barletta, Lou [R-PA-11]
Rep Brown, Corrine [D-FL-5]
Rep Bustos, Cheri [D-IL-17]
Rep Carson, Andre [D-IN-7]
Rep Clark, Katherine M. [D-MA-5]
Rep Clarke, Yvette D. [D-NY-9]
Rep Costello, Ryan A. [R-PA-6]
Rep Davis, Rodney [R-IL-13]
Rep DeFazio, Peter A. [D-OR-4]
Rep Engel, Eliot L. [D-NY-16]
Rep Honda, Michael M. [D-CA-17]
Rep Kaptur, Marcy [D-OH-9]
Rep Katko, John [R-NY-24]
Rep Kildee, Daniel [D-MI-5]
Rep Kuster, Ann [D-NH-2]
Rep LaMalfa, Doug [R-CA-1]
Rep Levin, Sander M. [D-MI-9]
Rep Lowenthal, Alan S. [D-CA-47]
Rep Matsui, Doris O. [D-CA-6]
Rep McGovern, James P. [D-MA-2]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rep Messer, Luke [R-IN]
Rep Moore, Gwen [D-WI-4]
Rep Noem, Kristi L. [R-SD]
Rep Norton, Eleanor Holmes [D-DC]
Rep Peters, Scott H. [D-CA-52]
Rep Pocan, Mark [D-WI-2]
Rep Quigley, Mike [D-IL-5]
Rep Rangel, Charles B. [D-NY-13]
Rep. Reed, Tom [R-NY-23]
Rep Rokita, Todd [R-IN-4]
Rep Roybal-Allard, Lucille [D-CA-40]
Rep Sanchez, Linda T. [D-CA-38]
Rep Schakowsky, Janice D. [D-IL-9]
Rep Sires, Albio [D-NJ-8]
Rep Slaughter, Louise [D-NY-25]
Rep Stewart, Chris [R-UT-2]
Rep Tonko, Paul [D-NY-20]
Rep Upton, Fred [R-MI-6]
Rep Vargas, Juan [D-CA-51]
Rep Zinke, Ryan K. [R-MT]
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Rep. Louise Slaughter [NY]
Dear Colleague Letter
95 House Members wrote Chairman Kline
and Ranking Member Scott:
“We strongly encourage the Committee to
reauthorize the longstanding Federal Perkins
Loan Program, which is a great benefit to
students, higher education, and our country as
a whole.”
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Save Perkins, say Reps. Slaughter and Pocan at Capitol
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Senate Res. 264
29 bi-partisan sponsors, gathered in a few days
in late September
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sen Baldwin, Tammy [D-WI]
Sen Portman, Rob [R-OH] - 9/24/2015
Sen Casey, Robert P., Jr. [D-PA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Collins, Susan M. [F-ME] - 9/24/2015
Sen Kaine, Tim [D-VA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Stabenow, Debbie [D-MI] - 9/24/2015
Sen Reed, Jack [D-RI] - 9/24/2015
Sen Cantwell, Maria [D-WA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Brown, Sherrod [D-OH] - 9/24/2015
Sen Feinstein, Dianne [D-CA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Franken, Al [D-MN] - 9/24/2015
Sen Kirk, Mark Steven [R-IL] - 9/24/2015
Sen Coons, Christopher A. [D-DE] 9/24/2015
Sen Mikulski, Barbara A. [D-MD] 9/24/2015
Sen Boxer, Barbara [D-CA] - 9/24/2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sen Heinrich, Martin [D-NM] - 9/24/2015
Sen Shaheen, Jeanne [D-NH] - 9/24/2015
Sen Peters, Gary C. [D-MI] - 9/24/2015
Sen Murray, Patty [D-WA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Warner, Mark R. [D-VA] - 9/24/2015
Sen Tester, Jon [D-MT] - 9/25/2015
Sen Durbin, Richard [D-IL] - 9/28/2015
Sen Ayotte, Kelly [R-NH] - 9/28/2015
Sen Murphy, Christopher S. [D-CT] 9/28/2015
Sen Schumer, Charles E. [D-NY] - 9/28/2015
Sen McCaskill, Claire [D-MO] - 9/28/2015
Sen Donnelly, Joe [D-IN] - 9/29/2015
Sen Thune, John [R-SD] - 9/29/2015
Sen Rounds, Mike [R-SD] - 9/30/2015
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Senate Letter Supporting Extension
 53 Senators, a majority, wrote to leaders 10/29/2015:
• “We write to express our strong support for the Perkins
Loan Program and to request that the Senate take up
and pass the Higher Education Extension Act as soon as
possible…
• “The Perkins Loan Program has existed with broad
bipartisan support since 1958 and has provided more
than $28 billion in loans through almost 26 million
awards to students in all 50 states. In the last academic
year alone, the program lent $1.1 billion to more than
half a million students with financial need across more
than 1.500 institutions of higher education.”
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Higher Education Community Support
• Letter calling for extension signed by 53
associations, 535 institutions of higher
education
– Signatures gathered in less than a week in Nov.

• “This valuable program, which makes low-cost
loans available to college students with
demonstrated financial need, is strongly
supported across the full spectrum of American
higher education.”
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The Petition…. 21,512 signed
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Congressional Support Is Stronger Than it
Has Ever Been
• 15 Senators made speeches in support of
Perkins, some quoting COHEAO, all using
main points about Perkins.
• Put letters from students, parents, college
presidents in the Congressional Record
• Bill passed House twice unanimously,
including final passage by unanimous consent,
a rarity.
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COHEAO Advocacy Page


Visit COHEAO.org – Click on the link
“Join Our Perkins Advocacy Efforts”



Links for Petition, Resolution, DCL, Perkins
Video, Contact Info for Congress



Resources Available – statistics, sample letters,
testimonials, talking points and one-page
summaries on the status of the Program,
disbursement guidance and COHEAO advocacy



Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/SavePerkins



Like Us on Facebook: Save Perkins Now
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Let’s Transit to Another World
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The 2016 Elections…
• Student Loans are big topic everywhere
• For Presidential election, three Democrats
have positions to increase spending on student
aid – cut interest rates, free college
• Some Republicans have positions on higher
education, but there’s more of a focus on K-12
– dump Common Core, restore more local
control, reduce the size of the Department of
Education or eliminate it
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Republicans: Rubio
• Rubio: longstanding bill with Sen. Bennet to
tie student loans to tax system with auto IBR
• “Student Investment Plans” – income share
• Simplify FAFSA, tax breaks
• New accreditation system for non-traditional
schools
• More apprenticeships, trade programs
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Republicans: Bush
• Bush Plan is most comprehensive:
– Income share deal between govt. and student
– $50,000 line of credit for higher education
– Repayment via the tax system – 1% of income for
each $10,000 borrowed for 25 years.
– All existing borrowers can go into REPAYE
– Risk sharing with colleges
– Elimination of higher ed tax breaks
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Republicans: Christie
• Seems to be only candidate to explicitly
support Perkins Loans as part of call for more
aid to the lowest income
– Criticizes reduction in Perkins and SEOG

•
•
•
•

Public service to repay federal loans
Income share agreements
More efficient colleges – itemization of costs
Apprenticeships, credit for experience, direct
ties to workforce
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Democrats: Clinton
• Tuition free community college, debt-free fouryear public in-state.
• More money from states
• Colleges held more accountable
• Refinance federal debt at current rates, future
rates same as federal cost of borrowing
• REPAYE for all
• Tax increases for high-income to raise $350 bil.
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Democrats: Sanders
• No tuition at public institutions
• No federal profits on student loans
– Rates like 1998-2006 (91-day T-bill plus 2.3%)

• Refinancing at today’s rates
• Colleges required to be debt free for lowincome students – including room & board etc.
– Triple funding for work study

• Tax on Wall Street speculators
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Democrats: O’Malley
• Debt free college at state institutions in 5 years
• Refinance loans at today’s rates, IBR for all
– Private loans refinanced into federal

• Pressure states to fund more, raise tuition less
• More money for Pell, Work Study
• Increase on-time completion rates with incentives
for colleges – bonuses and penalties
• Credit for experience
• Pressure on for-profits, risk sharing for colleges
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What’s It All Mean?
• Certain themes in those who have proposals:
– Income based repayment expanded, income share
liked by some
– Pressure schools and states to hold down tuition
increases
– Reduce debt – various levels, some income-based,
some not
– More disclosures, some risk sharing for schools
– Refinance old loans
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Higher Education Act Reauthorization
• Sen. Alexander: De-emphasizing Loan Simplification
• Focused on FAFSA, Reducing Regs., Accreditation, Repayment
plans, but simplification still a priority

• Senate Democrats: backing Perkins reauthorization
• Skin in the game
• COHEAO Proposes One Campus-Based Program
(Campus Flex)
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Sen. Alexander’s FAST Act, S. 108
Financial Aid Simplification and Transparency Act: Sponsored by
Lamar Alexander (R-TN) and Michael Bennett (D-CO) and 4 others
•
•
•
•

Reduces FAFSA to two questions
Three loan types: undergrad, graduate, undergrad parents
No SEOG or Perkins Loans
Instead of Grad PLUS
– Limits of $30,000 in annual Graduate Loans
– Aggregate Limit - $150K not counting Undergrad Loans

• Eliminates in-school interest subsidies for Stafford
– Idea broadly popular

• Undergrad limits to $8,000/year; $37,500 total
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HEA Related Bills
Sen. King & Burr: The Repay Act, S. 85
The Repay Act: Sponsored by Sen. King, Sen. Rubio
and 10 others including Alexander and Burr
– Lamar & Richard, Not Hamilton and Aaron

• Simplifies repayment plans to IBR and a
standard 10-year plan
– Repayment simplification also broadly popular

• Forgiveness at 25 years for up to $57,500, current
maximum cap for undergraduate borrowers.
• IBR available for all, no tax on forgiven part
• 15% of income over 150% of poverty level
• Make IBR easier
ED already acted on its own – “REPAYE”
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Additional Student Loan Bills
• Bank on Students Emergency Loan Refinancing Act,
S. 793– Sen. Warren (D-Mass.), Rep. Courtney (DConn.)
– Allows for refinancing of federal, private loans
at 2013-14 federal interest rates
• SL Borrower Bill of Rights Act S.840 – Sen. Durbin
(D-Ill.) – Private Loan Oriented
– Sets new loan disclosure requirements, sets
order of payments, more info and benefits for
service members and vets, school certification
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“RED” Campaign
• Senate Democrats launched in conjunction
with 2016 State of the Union speech –
Reducing Education Debt Act
– Includes Warren refinancing bill,
– Sen. Hirono (D-HI) bill to index Pell Grants for
inflation,
– Baldwin bill to make community college tuitionfree (federal grants match state)

• Students wearing red squares of cloth

Other Proposals On the Table
• Protect Student Borrowers Act S. 1102
Sen. Jack Reed (D-RI), H.R. 2364, Rep. John
Carney (D-DE)
– Requires default risk sharing by schools with CDR
above 15%

• SL Borrower Bill of Rights, HR. 1352, Rep. Wilson
(D-FL)
– Federal loan oriented
– Bankruptcy discharge without undue hardship
– 6-year statute of limitations on collection lawsuits
(Direct, FFELP and Perkins loans)
– No AWG, seized tax refund, loss of license
– Parent PLUS IBR, no tax on forgiven debt
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House Views
• Chairman John Kline (R-MN) of House
Education and Workforce also says he
wants simplification
– Subcommittee Chairwoman Foxx
open-minded – Next committee chair?
– Budget scoring is an issue
– Four bi-partisan bills introduced,
more expected
• Ed &Workforce top Democrat is Bobby
Scott of Virginia-- Supports Perkins
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COHEAO Perkins Reform Ideas
• HEA Proposals for Improving Perkins
– Campus Flex: COHEAO idea to merge campus-based
programs, unify allocation formulas, broaden availability to
more campuses
– “Skin in the game” - Perkins is an established risk-sharing
program
– Eliminate base guaranty – new funds go where needed
– Look for ways to expand funding
– Cope with Congressional Budget Office Score

• Ideas up for more discussion as HEA process
continues
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COHEAO’s Campus Flex Proposal
• Single Appropriation for all three campus-based aid programs:
Work Study, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants and
Perkins Loans
• Characteristics for each maintained but simplified.
• Schools allocate funds between programs according to students’
needs for each academic year.
• Appropriations transfers between programs allowed.
• Perkins Loans stay the same, except grace period of six months as
with other federal loans.
• Consolidate cancellations and consider income
threshold
• Adjust campus-based program allocation formulas
to ensure fair distribution of appropriations.
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Neg Reg 2016 – Defense to Repayment
• Derived from Corinthian College bankruptcy,
ED is negotiating how student loan borrowers,
including Perkins borrowers, can avoid
repaying federal loans due to
misrepresentation, other malfeasance by their
school.
• A great expansion of an policy to meet current
situations.
• Potential liability for schools
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TCPA – Still A Major Issue
• Telephone Consumer Protection Act– should
permit ethical use of predictive dialers for calling
cell phones for non-marketing purposes
– Notifications to students on important issues such as to
complete class registration, emergencies, etc…
– Collection of campus debt (A/R and institutional loans)
– COHEAO commented at least 5 times, attended
numerous meetings at FCC seeking relief
– Answer: No

• Future = More Lawsuits
• COHEAO interested in examples of lawsuit abuse
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FCC Order Partially Overruled
• FCC June 2015 Order expanded predictive dialer
definition: if it has the capacity, it is one
• In general, very negative to industry, IHEs
• Federal budget bill passed in December includes
Obama proposal to permit calling of cell phones
to collect a government debt (of any type).
• Consumer groups feel betrayed
• Legislation introduced to repeal the change
• ACA International and others pursuing lawsuit
against FCC
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CFPB Update
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau:
• COHEAO is representing schools and vendors on issues
related to A/R, disclosures and collections
• Collections biggest complaint category, but down 7%
• Complaint narratives published on web site
• Context lacking—Recent RFI just out on complaint data
normalization.
• Separate portal for complaints on private student loans
(institutional included)
• COHEAO commented, critiquing plan to post unverified
complaint narratives
• COHEAO commented on RFI on student loan servicing
July 13, 2015
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CFPB – New Leadership
• Rohit Chopra steps down as Student Loan
Ombudsman and Director of Office of Students
• Now at ED to reform loan servicing
• Seth Frotman now holds both positions on interim
basis
• Early indications seem similar to Chopra, if
somewhat less outspoken.
• Frotman comes from the Office of Servicemember
Affairs, under Holly Petreaus.
• Focused on student loan servicing
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Recent CFPB Actions
• Letter to Title IV loan servicers
(TIVAS)—
• Concern with IBR recertification process
• First major action in new role for Frotman
• IBR re-certification a major, ongoing issue
for CFPB
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Recent CFPB Actions
• Recent student loan enforcement
actions—
• Discover Bank cited for FDCPA violations
• Enforcement action (and invoking FDCPA)
shows little deference for 1st party/3rd party
• Creative definition of 3rd party in this case.
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Recent CFPB Actions
• Recent CFPB student loan enforcement
actions—
• Student Financial Aid Services, Inc., called a
“scam operation” -- fafsa.com
• Enforcement action regarding billing
practices, but CFPB concerned with profits
from federal loan repayment assistance
• CFPB is looking to apply many FDCPA
requirements to 1st party creditors
• Watch UDAAP authority here, it gives
broad coverage
• Proposed rules expected this year.
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CFPB Issues to Watch

• Credit reporting, credit reporting, credit
reporting
• Major issue for CFPB. Recent requests for
information and complaint narratives on
credit reporting
• Believe credit reporting carries ongoing
economic impact

• Relationship between ED and
CFPB…How can CFPB regulate a
federal program?
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Final Question:
Perkins Loans: Is There A Future?
• YES! COHEAO has a long-running grassroots
campaign to reauthorize Perkins
• Many powerful allies
• Congress much more supportive
• Administration supported the extension
• Go to advocacy tab on Coheao.com to find all
you need: talking points, detailed statistics,
sample letters, calls to action
• TAKE ACTION!
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COHEAO Stands Tall!
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Questions…
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Contact Information
Harrison M. Wadsworth III
Executive Director, Coalition of Higher
Education Assistance Organizations (COHEAO)
Managing Partner, Washington Partners, LLC
hwadsworth@wpllc.net
202-289-3910
www.coheao.org
www.wpllc.net
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